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to glisten like gems while between the huge caverned masses are
\\ide spaces floored with sand perfectly level and white as snow
upon \\hich the great green mounds cohered with coral trees thro\\
fantastic shadows so that in leaning o\er the side of the canoe one
cannot escape being reminded of the fabled grove of \laddm
And in and out up and do\\n the \\aten\ays of the submarine
landscape thus painted b> Ste\enson ho\er and swim and
dart the fantastic shapes and indescribable colours of the
finny inhabitants
But not for us the environment of the mermaid The life
on the sandy stretches above this fairyland concerns us more
nearl} As R L Stevenson describes in In tlie South Seas
the atoll is a discomfortable home There are some and these
probably ancient, \\here a deep soil has formed and the most valuable
fruit trees prosper I ha\e walked in one, with equal admiration and
surprise through a forest of huge breadfruits eating bananas and
stumbling among tare as I went This was in the atoll of Namonk
in the Marshall group and stands alone in my experience To give
the opposite extreme, \vhich is jet far more near the average I will
describe the soil and productions ot Fakara a The surface of that
narrow strip is for the more part 01 broken coral limestone like
\olcanic clinkers and excruciating to the naked foot	Here and
there you come upon a bank of sand exceeding fine and \\hite and
these parts are the least productive The plants (such as they are)
spring from and love the broken coral whence they grow with that
wonderful \erdance that makes the beauty of the atoll from the sea.
The coco palm in particular luxuriates in that stern solum striking
down his roots to the brackish, percolated water and bearing his
green head in the \vrnd with every evidence of health and pleasure
The pandanus comes next in importance being also a food tree and
he, too does bravely	A green bush called nnki runs every
where	the whole number of plants on an atoll such as Fakarava
will scarce exceed, even if it reaches to one score Not a blade of
grass appears not a gram of humus save when a sack or two has
been imported to make the semblance of a garden The land crab
may be seen scuttling to his hole, and at night the rats besiege the
houses and the artificial gardens The crab is good eating possibly

